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The remarkable classic of nature writing by the first man ever to have walked the entire length

of the Grand Canyon.

Colin Fletcher is a self-described "compulsive walker." It is not unusual for him to pick up a

map, drive to an area that intrigues him, and then start walking. It should come as no surprise

then that a detour from U.S. 66 to visit the Grand Canyon on a June morning in 1963 inspired

Fletcher to walk the length of the Canyon below the rim. In The Man Who Walked Through

Time Fletcher recounts his amazing journey. For two months Fletcher struggled against heat

and cold, lack of water and dwindling supplies. The terrain was, at times, nearly impassible, yet

despite the physical hardships, Fletcher came away from his experience with a new awareness

of how humans fit into the vast scheme of things. He writes, for example, of meeting a

rattlesnake on Beaver Sand Bar: "Now I am no rattlesnake aficionado. The first rattler I met

scared me purple, and killing it seemed a human duty.... Yet by the end of that California

summer I no longer felt an unreasoning fear of rattlers.... Instead, I accepted them as

organisms with a niche in the web of life. Accepted them, that is, as fellow creatures."The Man

Who Walked Through Time is a remarkable account of a journey both physical and spiritual. It

is also a record of the Grand Canyon as it was before the massive influx of tourism. Fletcher's

descriptions of the spectacular geography, the wildlife, and the remnants of much older

cultures serve to remind us that the Grand Canyon has been around longer than humankind

and may well outlast us.--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Inside FlapThe

remarkable classic of nature writing by the first man ever to have walked the entire length of

the Grand Canyon. --This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverIn 1963

Colin Fletcher became the first man to walk the length of Grand canyon, below the Rim. It

began with a dream, when he and a friend detoured from a cross-country trip to take a hurried

look at the great natural wonder. Standing on the Rim, surrounded by the profound and almost

mystical silence, Fletcher knew that something had happened to the way he looked at things.

He also knew that the Canyon, with its depths and distances, cliffs, buttes, and hanging

terraces, beckoned to him, calling him on a journey that would challenge both his body and his

mind. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorColin Fletcher (1922-2007)

was born in Wales and educated in England. He moved to California in 1956 after serving in

the Royal Marines, farming in Kenya, surveying in Zimbabwe, and prospecting in northern and

western Canada. He is the first man to have walked the length of Grand Canyon National Park

within the canyon's rim. He is the author of numerous books on walking and the outdoors,

including The Thousand-Mile Summer, The Man Who Walked Through Time, River, The Secret

Worlds of Colin Fletcher, and three previous editions of The Complete Walker. --This text refers

to the audioCD edition.From the Publisher7 1-hour cassettes --This text refers to the cassette

edition.Read more
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There is a relation between the hours of our life and the centuries of time.… The hours should

be instructed by the ages, and the ages explained by the hours.—EMERSON

CONTENTSCoverOther Books by This AuthorTitle PageCopyrightEpigraphMapTHE

PLACETHE DREAMTHE JOURNEYEntranceReconnaissanceInterludeChallengeTransitionRoc

kRhythmLifeManExitEPILOGUEAPPENDIXA Note About the Author

TIME NOTEA quarter of a century ago, when I made this journey, Grand Canyon was largely

untraveled below its Rims. So I did certain things that at the time seemed legitimate. I lit

occasional campfires, for example. I had three supply drops parachuted from lowflying aircraft. I

killed a rattlesnake. I slept inside an Anasazi cliff dwelling.I hope you will understand that

because of today’s heavy travel in the Canyon by backpackers and river-runners such acts

would now be neither legitimate nor legal.C.F.1990

THE PLACEIT WOULD probably be a good thing to look first at some hard, objective facts.The

Grand Canyon of the Colorado is a chasm that slices through the plateau country of northern

Arizona like a gigantic and impossible desert crevasse. It is more than two hundred river-miles

long. At its center it is over a mile deep: if you built four Empire State Buildings in it, one on top

of the other, they would not rise level with the Rim. The Canyon averages ten miles across, but

some of its bays swing back for twenty, thirty, even forty miles. In all it covers more than one

thousand square miles. But the vast bulk of this area is almost never visited. Even today,

unexplored corners remain.The story of how the Canyon came into being is quite simple.A long

time ago—for the moment, let us call it seven million years ago—the Colorado River

meandered across a plain. Then a huge dome began to push up, very slowly, in the river’s

path. As the dome rose, an inch a century perhaps, the river cut down into it. That is all. No

sudden cataclysm. Just an immensely slow adjustment to new conditions, on an immense

scale and over immense spans of time. An adjustment that is probably still going on. Today, the

Colorado runs in much the same place as it did before the dome began to rise. But the rocks

that seven million years ago bordered its banks now form the Canyon’s rim, a vertical mile

above the river.*It is easy enough, of course, to grasp this story with your intellect. The difficulty

comes when you try to accept its reality with your whole being, as completely as you accept

that a very old man has lived for almost a century. And in the Canyon even this acceptance is

only a beginning.Most of us, when we first think deeply about such time spans, tend to draw

back in fear from their brink, just as we tend at first to draw back in fear from the brink of

anything so immense as Grand Canyon. But it is worth remembering, I think, that some

element of fear probably lies at the root of every substantial challenge. And it makes no



difference at all whether the challenge is to your mind or to your body, or whether—with richer

promise than either, alone—it embraces both.*See Update, this page.

THE DREAMIT HAPPENED quite unexpectedly, the way the big moments often do. A friend

and I were driving from New York to the West Coast in early June, and we had detoured north

from US 66 for a hurried look at Grand Canyon. It was midmorning when we parked the car

and walked across asphalt toward the Rim. I had seen my quota of photographs and paintings,

of course, and thought I knew what to expect: an impressive view that no self-respecting tourist

ought to miss.Long before we came close, I saw the space. A huge, cleaving space that the

photographs and paintings had done nothing to prepare me for. An impossible, breath-taking

gap in the face of the earth. And up from this void shone a soft, luminous light.We came to the

lip of the Rim.And there, defeating my senses, was the depth. The depth and the distances.

Cliffs and buttes and hanging terraces, all sculptured on a scale beyond anything I had ever

imagined. Colors neither red nor white nor pink nor purple but a fusion. And stamped across

everything, the master pattern.Even before I had accepted what I saw, I heard the silence; felt

it, like something solid, face to face. A silence in which the squawk of a blue jay was sacrilege.

A silence so profound that the whole colossal chaos of rock and space and color seemed to

have sunk beneath it and to lie there cut off, timeless.In that first moment of shock, with my

mind already exploding beyond old boundaries, I knew that something had happened to the

way I looked at things.Oddly enough, I am no longer quite sure when the decision came. It was

not, I know, during the first morning. But all afternoon I sat on the Rim and looked down into

the burning and apparently waterless waste of rock. Looked more closely now at the master

pattern that is the fabric of the Canyon. At the layered, sawtooth pattern that had leaped out at

me, simple and striking, in that first moment of shock. I looked at its huge, alternating bands of

cliff and hanging terrace that reach down, repeating but never repititious, from Rim almost to

river. I looked east and west, as far as my eyes could strain, until cliff and terrace tapered away

into hazy distances. It was mysterious and terrible—and beckoning. And some time during the

afternoon, as I sat on the brink of this strange new world, it came to me that if a route existed I

would walk from one end of the Canyon to the other. Once the idea had crystallized, no

hideously sensible doubts reared up to plague me. And I did not need such fragile props as

“reasons.” The only question I asked myself was whether the project would turn out to be

physically possible. Perhaps it is in this kind of simple certainty that most of the world’s

ridiculous and wonderful dreams are born.*Late in the afternoon of that first day I went to the

National Park Visitor Center. There I learned that although many people had run the river in

boats, no one seemed to have forced a passage of the Canyon on foot. I was still aware, I

think, only of the physical challenge of what I had seen, and the questions I asked were

severely practical. I wanted to know, for example, whether it was possible for a man to make his

way along those steep hanging terraces. (I have called them hanging terraces because that

was how they immediately struck me; but perhaps I should explain that they are narrow, steeply

sloping ledges that often extend for mile after mile after mile as precarious steps between

successive cliff faces.) I also wanted to know whether water existed, here and there, down in

that world of heat and dryness. But beyond the fact that people had died of thirst there, even in

recent years, the only important thing I found out for certain was that nobody seemed to know

very much about such matters. Yet as I strolled around the Visitor Center and studied its

exhibits and talked to park rangers I learned many new facts. I learned about the vegetation

that grows down in what your eye reports from the Rim as a wasteland of bare rock. (It is only

distance that has canceled the signs of life.) I learned about the many animals that live in that



“dead” world: not only spiders and rattlesnakes, but deer and coyotes and bobcats and even

mountain lions. I learned about the fossils, those messages from the ancient past. About the

rocks. And about their meanings. And after a while, reaching out at least beyond mere

information, I grasped that the Canyon is a huge natural museum of the earth’s history.That

evening I escaped from the crowded places—from the asphalt and its automobiles, from

tourists harnessed to their cameras, from hotel porters in garish red jackets—and walked along

an unfrequented stretch of the Rim. I sat down under a juniper tree. And in that quiet place I

found that I had moved inside the silence.When I had sat and looked for a long time at the

tremendous expanse of rock sculpture spread out below me, I began to understand, more than

just intellectually, something of how it had become sculpture. And I began to understand that

the silence was not, as I had thought, a timeless silence. It was a silence built of the seconds

that had ticked away, eon after eon, as certainly and deliberately as our seconds tick past

today. Just for a moment I glimpsed the centuries reaching back and down into the Canyon and

into the past, back and down through the corridor of time that stretches silently away behind

us, back and down into the huge history that seems at first to leave no meaningful place for

man.And presently, when the fear had begun to subside, I saw that my decision to walk

through the Canyon could mean more than I knew. I saw that by going down into that huge

fissure in the face of the earth, deep into the space and the silence and the solitude, I might

come as close as we can at present to moving back and down through the smooth and

apparently impenetrable face of time. If I could contribute enough, the journey might teach me

in the end, with a certainty no book can give, how the centuries have built the world we know.

For I would see how the rocks had been constructed, and how they had been carved. How life

had mushroomed from simple beginnings into the complex and astonishing pageant we now

accept so casually. How it had covered the rocks with a web whose intricate and interlocking

structure all too often becomes invisible to us “civilized” and estranged people. I would see

many strands from this web: simple algae and lichens as well as juniper trees; catfish and

butterflies and hummingbirds as well as wild horses and bighorn sheep and other members of

that mammalian strand of life which has recently come to dominate the world’s fabric. I would

even find traces of the self-conscious mammal that has, for the last little cupful of centuries,

multiplied its numbers and its complexities so prodigiously that it threatens, any minute now, to

tear apart the whole delicately balanced structure and leave only tattered remnants trembling

in the winds of time. I might even glimpse some hint of how this curious animal fits

meaningfully into the broader scheme. I might find—beyond our present intellectual answers,

but in harmony with them—some kind of new personal solution to man’s ancient and

continuing conundrums: “Where do we come from?” “What are we doing here?” For by living

close to the web of life and to the foundations across which it stretches I might in the end gain

some tentative insight into the pattern on which both have been built.I did not understand,

there under the juniper tree, how this vision would fit into my own small life. But it did not

matter. I understood enough.A year passed before I could start my journey.Perhaps it was just

as well: there is no test quite like the erosion of time for finding out whether you really want to

do something. If the dream you have dreamed can survive untarnished through a year of doubt

and discouragement and frustration and all the drawn-out detail of research and planning and

preparation, then you can safely assume that you want to go through with the project.Quite

early in that intervening year it became obvious that “from one end of Grand Canyon to the

other” had been a fuzzy target; no two people seemed able to agree about where the Canyon

began and ended. So I refocused. I would walk “from one end of Grand Canyon National Park

to the other”—the Canyon’s major and most magnificent part.As the months passed I



harvested all the practical information I could raise. It was a thin crop. I found, with one notable

exception, no one who could help me very much. But I consulted excellent topographical maps,

fairly complete weather statistics, and a couple of marginally informative old exploration

reports. And slowly I found my outline answers.I would set aside two months for the journey. I

knew that I could probably force a passage through the Canyon considerably faster, but to do

so would mean making my journey a battle. And what I wanted, if I could manage it, was

something closer to a picnic. Or perhaps I mean a pilgrimage.As I had expected, the obvious

route along the Colorado was almost certainly out: the river often cut, mile after mile, through

deep gorges that everyone agreed were impassable on foot. But the hanging terraces

sometimes broadened into rock platforms, and even where they pinched in to steep and

narrow talus (a sloping mass of loose rock fragments), it seemed probable that in most places

a man could pick his way along them.The big barrier, I confirmed, was water. In the Park’s

eastern half I would often be able to get down quite easily to the Colorado. There were also

several permanent sidecreeks. But in the western section the river ran through an almost

continuous gorge, rarely accessible from above, and I would have to rely mostly on rainpockets

—small rockpools of rain or melted snow. Heavy rainshowers usually fell in late summer, but

they were extremely erratic, and by then temperatures deep in the Canyon would on most days

be over 100 degrees in the shade. A more reliable time for rain or snow was winter and early

spring. But winter temperatures might fall almost as low as the 22 degrees below zero once

recorded on the South Rim, and that is no weather for a pilgrimage, let alone a picnic. So I

decided to start in early April. It seemed to me that if I planned efficiently, carried two gallons of

water, did nothing foolish, and studiously avoided bad luck, I ought to get by.I knew that even

with a sixty-pound load on my back I could carry only one week’s food at a time, so I decided to

send one week’s supply down by mule train to the Indian village of Supai, and another week’s

to Phantom Ranch, the only other inhabited place in the Canyon. I would also plant out two

caches. And I would charter three parachute airdrops.The supplies for both caches and drops

would be packed in five-gallon metal cans. In addition to a week’s dehydrated rations (spiced

by one can of delicacies, such as oysters or frogs’ legs, and a small bottle of claret) each can

would contain such vital replacements as white gas for the cooking stove, toilet paper,

bookmatches, film, flashlight batteries, detergent powder, soap (half a bar), boot wax,

onionskin paper for notes, rubbing alcohol for refreshing and hardening feet, and spare plastic

freezer bags in various sizes for protecting almost everything. Some cans would also include

socks, foot powder, and water-purifying tablets.In the final month of the year of waiting, with

preparations mounting to their inevitable climax, every day pulsated with problems: Grappling

with the huge, multiple-minuscule issues of what equipment to take and what to leave behind.

Deciding what to do about such hazards as rattlesnakes, scorpions, and twisted ankles miles

from water. Discovering desperately late in the day that there simply wasn’t enough money in

the bank to see the thing through—and then, at half past the eleventh hour, having the best-

paying magazine in the country buy one of my stories.At last the final problems sank away and

it was time to go, and I loaded everything into my old station wagon and drove the eight

hundred miles from my apartment in Berkeley, California, to Flagstaff, Arizona, where I had

some last-minute administrative details to tie down.I do not think I ever really considered that

things might go seriously wrong. I am still naïve enough to believe that if a man wants

something badly enough he usually gets it. And I still wanted the Canyon. Wanted it

badly.Naturally, I had done all I could to keep it that way—to keep my dream fresh and

untarnished, to shield it at all costs from familiarity, that sly and deadly anesthetic.For one

thing, I had decided after careful consideration that, except for some simple geology, I would



do very little reading about the Canyon—no more than seemed necessary to extract vital

information about routes and water sources. After all, I was not going down into the Canyon to

learn intellectual facts.I took similar precautions with the Canyon itself. On my first brief visit I

had walked down a well-used tourist trail until I was several hundred feet below the Rim. What I

saw had horrified and humbled and entranced me. It had been all the preview I needed; and I

soon understood that it was also all I could allow. Later, in the planning stages, several people

had said: “Why not fly over beforehand, low? That’s the way to choose a safe route.” But I had

resisted the temptation.When it came to siting the two food caches a delicate problem arose: I

knew that if I packed stores down into the Canyon I would be “trespassing” in what I wanted to

be unknown country; but I also knew that if I planted my caches outside the Rim I would in

picking them up break both the real and symbolic continuity of my journey. In the end I solved

the dilemma by siting each cache a few feet below the Rim.Finally, when I had to hang around

Grand Canyon Village for almost two weeks because of an infected heel, I went to the Rim no

more than two or three times. Even then I took care to look only at the surface of what I

saw.And it worked. My dream survived.Then, late one mid-April day, the dream faded quietly

away and the reality was born.Grand Canyon Geology, Simplified Profile (Schematic)*It occurs

to me that my decision may need some kind of background explanation. I am what might be

called a compulsive walker. Any free week end I am liable to pick up a road map, choose a

large, blank area that intrigues me, drive to the edge of it, park my car, walk in with a pack on

my back, and find out what’s there. Once, on something suspiciously like impulse, I spent a

summer walking from one end of California to the other—from Mexico to Oregon. In six months

I walked well over a thousand miles, through deserts and mountains. And I have never for a

moment regretted it.
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Houyhnhnm, “Nature writing with hiking adventure story is a winner. I am generally bored with

nature writing and travel accounts, but in this case when the nature writing is wrapped with the

story of the incredible adventure of hiking the Grand Canyon, it comes alive and draws me in.

The book is structured as a detailed narrative of the trip with a lot of introspection about his

reactions along the way. As he settles into the rhythms of backpacking and the Canyon, his

musings get more profound but never overwhelming and always nicely grounded in the gritty

details of the journey and the surroundings. There are similarities with "Zen and the Art of

Motorcycle Maintenance," but this book doesn't jump around in time and it never turns into a

philosophy lecture, which is my biggest complaint about "Zen."I also admire the writing. The

author is not at the Annie Dillard level of wordsmithing, but I think his writing is much better

than the average travel adventure writer can manage and the author is equally comfortable

with mundane physical details and grand abstractions.I rarely read books more than once, but

I've read this through closely twice in two or three years and I hope to at least dip into it again.

I'm definitely more motivated to revisit the Grand Canyon, which I've visited twice but only

superficially.Although Amazon calls this "unknown binding," I got a hardback when I ordered

from a third-party seller. It would probably be a good idea to check with your seller before

ordering. The full title includes a subtitle about "photographs by the author." The later

paperback editions do not have photos and they do have updates about development threats

to the Grand Canyon and the effects of damming the river. I read a paperback edition first and

later bought the old hardback version. I had a hard time visualizing the landscape, and I found

it comforting that the photos were reasonably close to what I had envisioned. The hardback

has a larger foldout map that is much easier to read than the map in the paperback.”

Jim, “A marvelous read!. I read this book years ago when I became the scoutmaster for a Boy

Scout troop that backpacked. I needed to learn all about that as their leader, so I bought both

of Fletcher's books. Truly the Bibles of backpacking. I needed to reread this one because I

was giving a talk at a recent church retreat - about early Americans who made backpacking

and exploring an outdoor experience instead of a job, like the early scouts - Bridger, Boon,

Crockett, etc. - did. Fletcher and his walk through the Grand Canyon was a big hit topic. Read

the book.  You won't be sorry you did, even if it is years old.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Ok Paperback Copy. It is probably my mistake, but I thought I was

ordering a copy with photos. This is an ok paperback copy, but I would say it is not "Like New."

It was printed in 1989, and is understandably yellowed throughout. I checked the order, and

somehow it appears when I searched for "Used," copies, it switched from an edition with

photos to one without.  Oh well, live and learn.”

Carroll Colby, “Anyone who appreciates Mother Nature and the world around us should read

this book.. I read this book in the early 1970s and used it as a subject for a Comparative

Religion college term paper. If you have any serious affection for Mother Nature and the power



of the world around us you should read this great book.”

A Field Geologist, “A backpacker and geologists view. I discovered Fletcher in 1975 when I

worked in a backpacking shop as a high school kid. I read "The New Complete Walker". It was

so good that I tracked down "The Man Who Walked Through Time". The book had a huge

impact on me.Fletchers writing about his solo travels is unpolluted by ego, fluff or anything else

that's worthless. He brings the small but essential experiences into sharp focus with his careful

descriptions. A literary critic might have a different view, but as a guy who loves to haul a pack

around in lonely and beautiful places, I cant say enough about Fletchers writing.One of the

aspects of this book I dearly love, is that its from a time before the big companies infected the

culture of backpacking with the neurotic focus on equipment. Today, too many people focus on

gear rather than the experience. Reading backpacking magazines like Outdoor...is sickening to

me...its nothing but a ad rag. All hype, fashion and status. Fletcher shares what its like to

simply go explore wild places on your own - with no consideration of statistics, competition

or...obsession with hyped up equipment. Backpacking is a form of travel that should be

inexpensive and in reach of nearly everyone...rather than the over-priced, materialistic BS that

Outside and other magazines have turned it into.This is a great book - worth the price and time

to read it.”

dixicup101, “The man's determination to walk alone through this difficult, but wonderful place.. I

loved the man's attitude about all the area and life he found there. He really connected with the

ancient rocks as well as taking time to connect with the wildlife. His description was so clear

that I felt I was there with him .  He had great respect for the earth and all its creatures.P. Harris”

sjedis, “Love this book.. The Grand Canyon is very special to me and Fletcher’s journey

inspires me every time I go back. It’s not a just a trail, a “how to” or an athletic exercise but a

one on one experience in one of the most beautiful places on the planet. How you experience

nature is as important as being there.”

Jules, “A walk on the wild side. When I saw this travel book had no pictures, I thought it was

unusual. Having read it I completely understand why not. This is a cracking philosophical muse,

a rambling mind focused by the serenity and majesty of nature.He encounters, beaver, small

horses, and snakes, walks unfettered by clothing, and sees the rock strata as the layers of

time, as he explores the Grand Canyon and ponders on life and nature.A fabulously engaging

approach which had me hooked from the first page and wanting to read more of his works by

the end.One particularly poignant observation is: "When a man despoils a work of art we call

him a vandal, when he despoils a work of nature we call him a developer."Fab stuff.”

John, “Five Stars. Brought as a present for my father who loved it.,”

Outdoor type, “okay. Not my best book but could be inspirational”

Ian Wood, “Five Stars. An excellent and inspiring walk”

C-Love, “Good purchase. Great read for anyone into adventure reads. Good purchase. Great

read for anyone into adventure reads.”

The book by Colin Fletcher has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 211 people have provided feedback.
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